
CERN 
End of an era 

After twelve years, the UA1 ex
periment at CERN's proton-antipro-
ton collider is over. 

The idea of a big detector to 
provide information on all emerging 
particles was an integral part of 
Carlo Rubbia's bold 1976 proposal 
to harness antimatter for research. 

Over the next few years a major 
collaboration built up, eventually to 
involve almost two hundred physi
cists. The experiment, codenamed 
UA1 for 'Underground Area 1 ' , 
was formally approved by CERN's 
Research. Board on 29 June 1978, 
and work got underway in earnest 
for the mighty 2 ,000 tonne detec
tor to be installed and checked out 
in its LSS5 pit, ready to intercept 
the first proton-antiproton colli
sions in the summer of 1 9 8 1 . 

The rest is physics history. Initial 
collision rates were low, and spirits 
sank when an accident in 1982 de
layed the start of serious data-tak
ing. But wi th the collider benefiting 
f rom this enforced rest, perfor
mance exceeded expectations and 
the first W s were intercepted late 
that year. 

The 1983 Spring run provided 
the rarer Zs, and the champagne 
f lowed. In 1984 came the Nobel 
Prize for Carlo Rubbia and for Si
mon van der Meer, whose inven
tion of stochastic cooling had made 
the whole antiproton project pos
sible. Rarely had a Nobel Prize been 
awarded so promptly. 

Subsequently UA1 went through 
a major refit to exploit an increased 
supply of antiprotons and consoli
dated our knowledge of this phy
sics, in particular the study of ' jets' 
- well-defined clusters of emerging 
particles, signalling violent colli

sions between the quarks and 
gluons hidden deep inside the pro
tons and antiprotons, and the pro
duction and decay of particles con
taining heavy quarks. 

Vital to UA1 's success was its 
sophisticated data acquisition and 
processing systems, ensuring that 
interesting events could be isolated 
quickly. The use of innovative com
puter graphics gave these events a 
strong visual appeal. 

The experiment had a long list of 
distinguished and able collabora
tors, many of whom have gone on 
to take up important positions else
where. Although not as big as the 
LEP experiments which came later, 
UA1 blazed a trail for major colla
borations and for collider physics. 

The three-month 1990 run at 
CERN's proton-antiproton collider 
(in which the companion UA2 ex
periment was still collecting data) 
finished in December wi th a healthy 
collision score. Integrated luminosi
ty was of the order of 7 inverse pi-
cobarns, and peak luminosity at

tained 5.9 x 1 0 3 0 per sq cm per s. 
Integrated daily luminosity at the 

UA2 experiment in this run often 
exceeded 200 inverse nanobarns, 
more than was achieved in the 
whole of the three-month run in the 
Spring of 1983, when the Z parti
cle was discovered! UA2 has now 
finished data-taking, but has a lot 
of new data still to be analysed. 

In the early 80s, innovative computer gra
phics were the trademark of the UA 1 experi
ment at CERN's proton-antiproton collider. 

(Photo CERN X511.11.82) 
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NIM 
DISCRIMINATORS LOGIC UNITS 
704 Leading Edge Discriminator,300MHz,4ch. 726 Level Translator NIM.TTL.ECL 
705 Leading Edge Discriminator,75MHz,8ch. 752 Two Input AND/OR 150MHz,4ch. 
706 Leading Edge Discriminator, 100MHz, 16ch. 754 Four Input Majority Logic 300MHz,4ch. 

708 Leading Edge Discriminator,300MHz,8ch. 755 Four Input Majority Logic 150MHz,4ch. 

710 Leading Edge Discriminator, 150MHz,8ch. 756 Four Input Majority Logic 300/150MHz,4ch. 

711 Leading Edge Discriminator, 150MHz,6ch 757 Logic Fan in/Out 150MHz, 8ch. 

715 Constant Fraction Discriminator, 100MHz,5ch 758 Two Input AND/OR 150MHz,8ch. 

730 Dual Threshold Disriminator, 100MHz, 5ch. 
6904 Single Channel Discriminator Standalone300MHz GATE AND DELAY GENERATORS 
6915 Constant Fraction Discriminator Standalone100MHz,1ch. 792 Delay module 2ch, 127ns 
6930 Dual Threshold Discr. Standalone 100 MHz 1 ch. 794 Gate/Delay Generator 0.1 Hz-20MHz, 50ns-10s, 

4 channels,5 outputs(3NIM,1TTL,1ECL) 

AMPLIFIERS 
770 Fixed Gain Amplifier 10 (DC-300MHz,4ch. LINEAR PRODUCTS 
772 Fixed Gain Amplifier 10,DC-300MHz,8ch. 740 Linear Logic Fan In/Out DC-250MHz,4ch. 

771 Variable Gain Amplifier 1-10,DC-300MHz,4ch. 744 Linear Gate Fan In/Out DC-250MHz,4ch. 

774 Pulse Amplifier 100KHz-2GHz.Gain 5~100,4ch. 745 Linear Gate Fan Out DC-250 MHz,4ch. 
775 Pulse Amplifier 100KHz-2GHz.Gain 5-50,8ch. 748 Linear/Logic Fan Out DC-250 MHz,8ch. 
776 Photomultiplier Preamp DC-275MHz Gain10,16ch. NEW 782 Cable-Aid Receiver DC-300MHz,8ch. 

777 Variable Gain Amplifier 2-50,DC-200MHz,8ch. NEW 786 Cable-Aid Receiver DC-250MHz,16ch. 
NEW 778 Variable Gain Amplifier 2-50,DC-200MHz,16ch. NEW 6980 Cable-Aid Receiver DC-300MHz,single channel 

NEW 779 Photomultiplier Preamp DC-275MHz,Gain10,32ch. 
6931 Single Channel Standalone DC-100MHz Gain100 ATTENUATORS 
6950 Single Channel Standalone DC-300MHz Gain 10 804 NIM Rotary Attenuator 0.1-1.0,DC-1GHz,4ch. 
6954 Single Channel Standalone 100KHz-2GHz. 5010 Single Channel Standalone Rotary Attenuator 

NEW 6955 Pick-off Preamplifier 20MHz-700MHz,Gain 5-100 Range:0.1-1.0 DC-1GHz 

CAMAC FASTBUS 
7106 Discriminator Latch 140MHz,16ch. 10C2 Charge ADC(QDC) 256pCoulombs Full scale 32ch. 

7120 Precision Charge Source Time Interval Gen. 10C6 TDC 25ps, 10bits, res.32 ch. 

7126 Level Translator: ECL,TTL,NIM Common Features for 10C2-10C6: 
7145 Linear Gate Multiplexer DC-250MHz,8ch. *7us conversion per module *Pedestal Correction 

7157 Logic Fan In/Out 150MHz,8ch. *Megablock Readout(40Mb/s) *Upper and Lower Thresholds 

7176 Photomultiplier Preamp DC-275MHz,Gain10,16ch. ^Multiple Event Buffering 
7177 Variable Gain Preamp 2-50, DC-200MHz,8ch. *Common Start or Stop (10C6 only) 
7186 TDC 25ps res.,12us conversion, 16ch.lemo inputs 10C8 Latch/Memory 128ch.,2K Deep 

7187 TDC 25ps res.,12us conversion, 16ch.ECL inputs 10C9 Latch/Memory with Sparcification,128ch. 

7194 Gate/Delay Generator 0.1Hz-20MHz ,50ns-10s, 10C8 and 10C9 feature: 

4 channels., 5 outputs (3NIM,1TTL,1ECL) *Megablock Readout *Multip!e Event Buffer 

QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE - THE CHOICE IS YOURS ! ! ! 

PHILLIPS SCIENTIFIC Tel: (201)934-8015 
305 ISLAND RD. Fax: (201)934-8269 
MAHWAH, N.J.07430 Tlx: 990982 PSI UD 

FOR SALES OFFICES IN YOUR AREA OR TO RECEIVE A FULL LINE CATALOG 
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Track recorded in December from a 5 GeV 
negative pion beam at CERN by a collabora
tion of the WA84 and CHARM II groups us
ing a new opto-electronic set-up and a re
cently-developed target made of glass capil
laries 20 microns in diameter and filled with 
liquid scintillator. Spatial resolution is better 
than 14 microns and the noise level is very 
low (see also cover photograph). 

Scintillating fibre 
tracking in action 
In the quest for new detection 
techniques for the coming genera
tion of higher energy proton accel
erators (LHC at CERN, the SSC Su
perconducting Supercollider in the 
US, and UNK in the USSR), one ob
jective is high precision tracking in 
large multiplicity events wi th com
ponents that can withstand the 
radiation levels. A promising ap
proach uses scintillating fibres 
(scifi). 

Development work in the US has 
been pushed for a Fermilab experi
ment looking for short-lived parti
cles, while the SSC provides paral
lel motivation. A Brookhaven ex
periment also makes use of these 
techniques. 

A t CERN three groups are busy 
wi th R and D on scintillating fibres. 
One, in the context of the Italian-
funded LAA project, is looking to 
develop concentric shells of fibre 
tracking, wi th a particle passing at 
right angles to the fibres (April 
1990, page 18). Another group in 
the framework of the CHARM II 
collaboration aims at the applica
tion of scifi techniques in neutrino 
physics. 

A third group at CERN has devel
oped a solution in the context of a 
particular experiment. Following a 
suggestion by the late Colin Fisher 
of the Rutherford Appleton Labora
tory, the W A 8 4 collaboration has 
investigated the possibility of using 
a high-resolution scifi active target 
to study the decay of short-lived 
particles (for example those con
taining the b-quark) in a fixed tar
get. 

A typical W A 8 4 target consists 
of a coherent bundle of about 
30 ,000 fibres, each about 30 mi
crons in diameter and having a core 

of polystyrene doped with 1-phe-
nyl-3-mesityl-2-pyrazoline (PMP), 
as developed by the LAA Scintillat
ing Fibres Group. The fibre axes 
are parallel to the incoming beam, 
and at the end face of the target 
the light trapped in the fibres is 
bent out of the beamline and inten
sified using an opto-electronic 
chain and read out via a CCD 
(Charge-Coupled Device) composed 
of about 160,000 pixels. The pulse 
height of each pixel is recorded. 

The resulting images are reminis
cent of track photographs from 
bubble chamber experiments. A 
pattern recognition program pro
vides a good quality reconstruction 
of tracks and vertices. The meas
ured spatial resolution is about 16 
microns. The amount of noise on 
an image frame is large (about 
4 0 % of the total pulse height), due 

in part to noise induced in the 
opto-electronic chain and in part to 
crosstalk between fibres. 

Recently tests have been carried 
out by a collaboration between the 
W A 8 4 and CHARM II groups wi th 
a modified version of the W A 8 4 
opto-electronic chain and new tar
gets made of glass capillaries 20 
microns in diameter and filled with 
liquid scintillator. Excellent results 
have been obtained wi th targets 
having an absorber layer between 
each capillary, noise being essen
tially eliminated. 

These results indicate that scin
tillating fibres are very promising 
for different particle physics appli
cations and encourage continued 
investment in R and D programmes 
to develop scifi detectors for future 
accelerators. 
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